ABSTRACT Shape-from-focus (SFF) technique is to recover three-dimensional shape of an object from a sequence of two-dimensional images of the same object taken by gradually changing the focus settings of the imaging device. In SFF, for each pixel location (i, j), a focus measure operator computes sharpness (focus) value on a small neighborhood of the pixel (i, j) at each image along the z-axis (optical axis). The image sensor position z that has the maximum focus value and camera parameter information provide the distance information between the lens and the object point corresponding to the pixel (i, j). In traditional SFF methods, the final focus value of each pixel is determined by an average value of the initial focus values at the neighborhood of the pixel to remove the noise effects. However, it only reduces the noise effects instead of completely removing it. In this paper, we proposed a noise filtering technique that tries to remove noises while computing the focus values. First, an initial focus measure volume is computed by applying one of the focus measures on each pixel in the image sequence. Then, the focus value at each pixel is examined whether it is corrupted by noise or not by analyzing the neighboring focus values. The noisy focus value of the pixel is re-computed from noise-free focus values of neighboring pixels. The experimental results conducted on both the synthetic and real-world objects show the proposed method produces the better three dimensional shape in comparison to the existing methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Computing three-dimensional (3D) structure from multiple two-dimensional (2D) images is an important task in computer vision field. Many different types of 3D shape estimation techniques exist, and mainly they can be classified into contact, transmissive and reflective methods [1] . The contact method probes the subject through physical touch. This method is used mostly in manufacturing since it is very precise, but requires direct contact with the subject and might damage it. The transmissive method is used for the transparent object such as cell which cannot reflect light. The light travels through the object and the information of amplitude and phase changes of the light is used for the shape estimation. The reflective method analyzes the data based on wave particles reflected on the object, and it can be divided into optical and non-optical methods. The optical techniques can be further classified into passive and active methods.
In active methods, we project light rays on the object and capture the reflected lights. However, in passive methods, the reflections of natural lights are collected.
The passive techniques can be categorized as shape from X, where X denotes the cue that is used to estimate the shape. The well-known examples of the cue include stereo, shading, structure from motion, texture, focus, defocus, etc. Shape from focus (SFF) recovers the shape from stack of images acquired by gradually changing the camera focus settings [2] - [14] .
In SFF, at each position (i, j) in xy image plane, all the pixels lying along the z axis (i, j, :) are collected and focus (sharpness) values on these pixels are compared. The z position of the maximally focused pixel provides depth information at (i, j). By collecting all the depth information at each (i, j), the final depth map of an object is made. The accuracy of the depth map is highly dependent on accurate measure of the focus value at each pixel. To measure the focus value at each pixel, a focus measure operator is applied on each pixel in the image stack and focus measure volume is constituted.
Then, an averaging filter is applied on each pixel in the focus measure volume to reduce the noise effect.
In conventional SFF, the final focus value of each pixel in focus measure volume is determined by averaging the focus values of its neighborhood pixels lying on the same image plane to reduce the noise effect. However, averaging the neighboring focus values only suppresses the noise instead of eliminating it. If most of the neighboring focus values are corrupted by noise, averaging them cannot reduce the noise level of the center pixel's focus value.
In this paper, we try to remove the noise effect on computing the focus value of the pixel. After acquiring initial focus measure volume by applying one of existing focus measures, each focus value in the volume is examined whether it is noisy or noise-free. Then, the noisy focus values are re-computed from their neighboring noise-free focus values. Experimental results of SFF on a synthetic and real objects show that applying the proposed method on existing focus measures improve the quality of final recovered shape.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a background on shape from focus. Section III presents a detailed description of the proposed method. Section IV evaluates the accuracy of the proposed methods on various objects. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V. 
II. SHAPE FROM FOCUS
The objective of SFF is to find the depth map of an object from multiple images acquired from the object by gradually changing the focus of a camera. The image formation of an object point with convex lens of focal length F is shown in Fig. 1 . The aim of SFF is to estimate the depth D of each object point P. In our SFF system, image detector (ID) in Fig. 1 is placed near the lens and images are taken by gradually moving ID away from the lens. While the ID is moving away from the lens, the object point P is gradually focus on image space and attains the maximum focus at P and again gradually defocused. When the point P is defocused, it is shown as a blurred circle with radius σ . The focus curve of the object point P along the optical axis can be shown as Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 1 , we can derive the equation r/v = σ/(v 0 − v) from two similar triangles ( P OL and P P C). From thin lens equation, we get 1/v + 1/D = 1/F. Depth D of the object point P can be obtained by combining these two equations as
where f is the f-number (F/2r) of the lens system. SFF techniques try to measure depth D by searching image detector position where blur circle radius σ is minimum (σ ≈ 0). At (i, j, ·) in image space corresponding to the point (x, y, D) in object space, the position v 0 of image detector where σ ≈ 0 is found by searching the image position along z (optical) axis which produces maximum focus (sharpness) as
where k is relative image detector position from the lens along optical axis and FM (i, j, k) is the measure of focus (sharpness) at pixel (i, j, k) obtained by applying one of focus measure operators [15] - [25] . Then, the depth of the point (x, y) is computed as
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
First, the total of L images of an object is captured by gradually changing the camera focus setting and a focus measure operator is applied on each pixel (i, j, k) to compute the initial focus measure volume F 0 (i, j, k). Then, each focus value in F 0 (i, j, k) is examined whether it is noise involved or not. First, at each (i, j, k), small three dimensional neighborhood
Then, the number of pixels n ijk in N (i,j,k) which has similar focus value of the center pixel (i, j, k) is counted as where T f is the threshold to decide whether two focus values are similar. When the surface of an object is assumed to be smooth, the focus values of neighboring pixels should be similar. If n ijk is small, it means the focus value at (i, j, k) is not similar to the focus values of its neighboring pixels, and it is flagged as noisy. We define the noise factor α(i, j, k) that has value 1 if the focus value at (i, j, k) is noisy and 0 if it is noise-free.
The final focus measure volume F(i, j, k) is determined by re-computing the noisy focus values from the noise-free neighboring focus values as
For each pixel (i, j), the image sensor position v 0 (i, j) is determined by searching z position where
Finally, the depth of the object point corresponding the pixel location (i, j) is computed as
The collection of the depth values at all the pixels' locations constitutes the depth map of the object.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS
One synthetic and four real objects were used for experiments [6] . The synthetic object is a simulated cone whose images were created by the camera simulation software. The program created a sequence of images of the simulated cone corresponding to different lens positions. Two of the real objects are cone and slanted planar objects whose images were generated from a CCD camera system by changing the distance between the lens and the object. Last two objects are microscopic images -protrusion of thin film transistor liquid crystal display (TFT-LCD) color filter and the Lincoln statue on US one cent coin whose images were obtained from microscope control system by changing the lens position through a step motor installed to the system. Example images of all the above mentioned objects are shown in Fig. 3 .
In Table 1 , the RMSE and correlation values between the actual depth map of the simulated cone object and the computed depth map based on five widely used focus measures -sum of modified Laplacian (SML) [15] , gray level variance (GLV) [17] , Tenengrad (TEN) [18] , discrete cosine transform (DCT) [19] , and principal component analysis (PCA) [20] -were compared. Results show that applying modified focus measures from proposed method could produce lower RMSE values and higher correlation values in comparison to applying original focus measures.
In Fig. 4 , the SFF results on simulated cone object were compared. Shapes from the original focus measures have noises at bottom side of the cone and have rough surfaces. However, the modified focus measures have suppressed these noises and recovered smoother surfaces.
In Fig. 5 , the SFF results on real cone object were compared. The results from the original focus measures show many noises in overall surface and the right side were badly corrupted by noise. However, the results from their corresponding modified focus measures generate smoother surface, and the shape corruption in the right side was dramatically restored. The shape improvements are more conspicuous when the shapes from the original focus measures contain more noises such as GLV and TEN focus measures.
In Fig. 6 , the SFF results on planar object were compared. The reconstructed shapes on planar object from the proposed modified focus measures produced less fluctuations on overall surface in comparison to the shapes from the original focus measures.
The SFF results on microscopic objects -TFT-LCD color filter and Lincoln statue on US one cent coin -were compared in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 . On the results of TFT-LCD color filter and coin objects, the modified focus measures could generate less noisy surface and take the better shapes in comparison to the original focus measures. The shape reconstruction of TFT-LCD color filter was failed both in the original DCT focus measure and the modified DCT focus measure. However, the modified DCT focus measure could build the side part of the shape better than the original focus measure.
V. CONCLUSION
To improve the accuracy in focus value computation in SFF, we propose a technique to exclude noise while computing focus value of each image pixel. After getting initial focus measure volume, each focus value is inspected and labeled as noisy or noise-free. For the pixels whose focus value were classified as noisy, their final focus values were re-computed from the neighboring noise-free focus values. For quantitative analysis, RMSE and correlation between the computed depth map and the actual depth map of the synthetic object were compared. For qualitative analysis, the final reconstructed shapes from the existing focus measures and the proposed modified focus measures were compared on four different types of real objects. Results show that incorporating the proposed method into the existing focus measures produces less RMSE and higher correlation values on synthetic object and better reconstructed shapes in real objects compared to the original focus measures. 
